Ghostettes Week 7 Wrap

Week 7 of the SCAWC saw the Ghosts Women’s 1st grade drawing the bye on the
back of 2 frustrating weekends of wash-outs while 2nds & 3rds continued with
matches in their T/20 comps. Our Brewer Shield girls finished 4th in the T/20
competition as a result of their last 3 matches being washed out and this saw them
draw top placed Uni’s in the T/20 semi-final at Bankstown oval.
Commiserations to our Brewer girls who went down to Uni's in their T/20 semi final.
While they were off to a good start with the bat at 2/55 after 10 over’s, they
struggled in the latter over’s to be all out for 89 and probably 25 runs short of a
winning total. In reply, our girls bowled and fielded well but could not restrict Uni’s
batting line-up and Uni’s ran down the score in the 17th over for the loss of 5
wickets. Well done to our girls on making the semi’s and good luck in the 40 over’s
comp starting next weekend.
2nd Grade continued their good form to easily account for Penrith and remain
undefeated in all matches this season. Some high quality bowling kept a powerful
Penrith batting line-up to a very gettable 9/82 from their 20 overs. Wickets were
shared across the 6 bowlers with Ariel Leonard the best of the figures with 2/3.
In reply, the girls ran down the score easily in the 12th over for the loss of only 1
wicket. Kelsey Miller remained 36*.
3rd Grade travelled to Russell Park for their Rd 7 T/20 against Sydney Tigers in what
turned out to be a rain reduced match. Bowling first and with a wet ball and a
slippery outfield, the Ghosts managed to keep Sydney Tigers to 2/ 62 from their 12
over’s. In reply, the girls made hard work of the run chase, losing 7 wickets for 80
runs with Sonja Collins scoring an important 26 at the top of the order.

